TIMCON WEEKLY INDUSTRY COVID 19 UPDATE:
TIMCON is providing an industry round up of COVID 19 developments, using originally sourced material and
information gathered from our colleagues at other timber related organisations and bodies to give an overall,
related picture.
Our members are key to keeping the supply chain going and ensuring food and medicines are supplied to the
public in the UK and the Republic of Ireland.
TIMCON is liaising with HM Government and other related bodies and organisations on the situation on the front
line of the timber packaging, pallet and forest-based industry. We would like to hear from you on what issues you
are currently facing to allow us to feed this back to Government.
Contact Stuart Hex at info@timcon.org

You can also find us on LinkedIn where up to date and latest information is posted
daily.
Issue 7 – 19th May 2020
Government update:
ENGLAND:
You can continue to keep up to date with the latest COVID-19 developments here:
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

HMRC Further Update: UK furlough scheme extended until end of October
On 12 May, the Chancellor Rishi Sunak announced that the CJRS scheme will be extended until the end of October.
The scheme will continue in its current form until the end of July.
From 1st August to the end of October, HMRC will introduce more flexibility so employers will be able to bring their
furloughed employees back to work part-time and contribute to paying employees' wages while still receiving
support from the scheme.
These measures will apply across all regions and sectors in the UK economy, and we expect to publish more details of
how this will work by the end of May.
Guidance & Support
In the meantime, more information is available online to help you apply – go to GOV.UK and search 'Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme' (or go to
https://www.gov.uk/search/all?keywords=Coronavirus+Job+Retention+Scheme&order=relevance)
Online guidance has recently been updated with:





more information for furloughed employees
the work furloughed company directors can undertake
what time periods you can claim for
more detail on non-discretionary payments, holiday pay and record keeping.

ONS Publishes Q1 Figures: Coronavirus and the latest indicators for the UK economy and society – 14th May
Early experimental data on the impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) on the UK economy and society, including
online price changes data. These faster indicators are created using rapid response surveys, novel data sources and
experimental methods.
Main points:








Of UK businesses that responded to our fortnightly Business Impact of Coronavirus (COVID-19) Survey (BICS)
for the period 20 April to 3 May 2020, 44% of businesses who had not permanently ceased trading between
20 April and 3 May reported that their cash reserves would last less than six months.
91% of businesses who had paused trading applied for the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, compared
with 72% of businesses who were still trading.
Just 1 in 5 (21%) adults in Great Britain believed that Britain was united before the coronavirus pandemic,
while nearly three-fifths (57%) expected that Britain would be united once we have recovered from the
coronavirus pandemic.
Expectations for when life will return to normal are getting longer: 46% of adults now think it will be more
than six months compared with 33% after the first week of lockdown.
Overall, online prices of items in the high-demand products (HDP) basket have decreased by 0.1% over the
period week 7 (27 April to 4 May 2020) to week 8 (3 May to 10 May 2020).
After a marked downward trend in daily ship visits from mid-March to mid-April 2020, daily ship visits to
major UK ports have been steady over the last few weeks.
Individual declarations for Universal Credit rose steeply in March to peak at 146,290 on 27 March 2020,
before gradually declining to 27,870 on 5 May.

Forestry Commission: Operational Update – Coronavirus
The Forestry Commission have updated their website on the 15th May:
“In common with most organisations dealing with the effects of coronavirus, the Forestry Commission is following
government guidance and taking all steps necessary to protect our staff and help prevent the spread of the virus.
We know that many people rely on our services. We aim to continue our normal operational work as far as it is safe
to do so – both for us and others. Many of our staff are working from home to serve our customers, but we are also
carrying out priority site based work as well.
As the situation continues to develop, we will keep our operations and advice under review in line with government
advice.”
To support the sector and keep processes moving, the Forestry Commission are now conducting some priority grant
and regulatory site visits, as well as continuing with critical tree health work. Social distancing guidelines will be
followed in all cases and site visits will only go ahead where it is safe to do so. This will be reviewed as government
advice is updated.
To read more, go to: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/forestry-commission-operational-update-covid-19
ISPM15:
Currently ISPM15 audits are able to continue to take place remotely in line with government guidance.
ABI & BEIS discuss Government becoming reinsurer of last resort.
The government is in talks with insurers about a funding package to make the Government the reinsurer of last
resort, in order to safeguard vital parts of Britain’s industry supply chains by effectively guaranteeing losses for
companies that offer trade credit insurance.
Talks with the Treasury and Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy centre on a new reinsurance
scheme for Trade Credit Insurance to prevent the widespread withdrawal of cover. The current economic situation
is making it difficult for insurers to price their risk, which is leading to a reduction of credit limits which, unless action
is taken, will have an impact on exports. It is thought that any agreement could involve the Government
‘backstopping’ large numbers of insurance contracts for the duration of the pandemic and potentially month into the
economy’s recovery phase. A detailed proposal has been submitted by the Association of British Insurers to
ministers, and the industry is now awaiting feedback, although the outcome is uncertain at this stage.
(Source: The Exporter magazine – 14th May 2020)

WALES:
Coronavirus announcements pertinent to Wales can be found here, including a statement from the 4 UK Chief
Medical Officers on an update to coronavirus symptoms:
https://gov.wales/announcements/search?field_policy_areas%5B980%5D=980
“Unlocking our society and economy: Wales” roadmap published 15th May:
https://gov.wales/unlocking-our-society-and-economy-wales-roadmap-published

NORTHERN IRELAND:
The Northern Ireland Executive Coronavirus updates can be found here:
https://www.northernireland.gov.uk/

SCOTLAND:
The First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon has announced the publication on Thursday 21st May of a ’routemap’ to have a
phased route out of lockdown.
The message until then remains - Protect yourself and others:






stay at home
only go outside for essential food, health and work reasons
stay 2 metres (6 feet) away from other people
wash your hands regularly
wash your hands as soon as you get home

To keep up to date on Scottish Government announcements, go to:
https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/
DEFRA COVID-19 Industry Group:
The wood products sector is now in re-start across the UK, with activity continuing to increase.
Public sector forests across the UK (approx. 40% total production in a ‘normal’ year) are not reporting sustained,
catastrophic reductions in volumes or prices over the period since lockdown, although product mixes have flexed.
The Forestry and Land Scotland sale this week will provide more current indicators of confidence for the North.
Reports from the public sector forests in England and Northern Ireland are of subdued but non-exceptional timber
trading – with NI probably the most positive, reporting a ‘return to normality’. Wales has reported a dramatic decline
in demand in April – following a strong March – but optimism is now returning as mills re-start.
Harvesting operators in Scotland have to date been reporting continued operation at 60 -70% of normal, however
this week’s FLS sale will be an important indicator of demand and confidence more widely in the sector as
construction and mills re-start.
CONFOR’s survey of large businesses at the beginning of May has provided more evidence of the resilience of the
sector, with 80% of businesses reporting that their activity levels had dropped by less than a half. 60% of these
businesses reported using the furlough scheme, and 20% tax deferral.
It was acknowledged that the nature of the risks are beginning to change and more focused on dealing with the
expected general economic downturn. Longer term, understanding the current and future health of the overall
sector within an uncertain path to economic recovery in the UK, overall anticipated global recession and in the
context of Brexit is becoming more pressing.
CONFOR highlighted that there have been increasing calls in the UK as well as globally for COVID-19 to spark a green
recovery, allied to tackling the climate crisis. Businesses in the timber industry are looking to increase activity and
are curious about what the market is likely to look like 6 months from now and beyond. Forestry/timber could
undoubtedly be one of the largest participants in such a recovery, but greater clarity is needed from UK Government
about what a green recovery actually means.

It was acknowledged that the emphasis will be for businesses to restart at any costs and the recovery phase proper
will take hold during the summer and autumn of this year, before a green recovery could start to be realistically
discussed and moved forward.
TIMCON highlighted its concerns around rising Wood PRN prices and continuing packaging waste burdens placed on
the sector. John Dye highlighted that wood PRN’s have risen 150% since the beginning of the year and since COVID19 has taken hold, the shortage in wood packaging waste material has caused a spike in PRN prices that the timber
packaging is having to bear. The current situation is untenable and intolerable for businesses especially when wood
is the most environmentally sound product for which it is essentially being punished – more than plastics, aluminium
etc – and at a time the industry has stepped up to the plate to help keep the supply chain intact.
Any talk of a green recovery needs to also rectify this problem and promote reuse BEFORE recycling in the sector. It
was agreed this information should be fed into Zero Waste Scotland via the Scottish Minister, and the promotion of
reuse passed back to government to consider.
The biomass sector reported that Brexit is back on the agenda, as 50% of stock comes from Europe, and there are
consequent risks to the supply chain especially during winter.
TIMCON also reported that Brexit continues to be on the agenda for the timber packaging industry, and the issue is
now very urgent. Having reported this previously, there is still no acknowledgment from government about the
industry’s concern. Covid-19 has meant a loss of 3-5 months of potential progress for the timber packaging industry
to be ready for Brexit and have enough ISPM15 compliant packaging available come January 1st 2020.
Working Safely During Coronavirus Guidance:
Feedback from the industry was overall positive, but there are questions around what being ‘covid secure’ practically
means, and who is liable if measures are out in place but workers still become ill.
This guidance is being used as a basis for a bespoke Forestry Guidance on working safely during COVID-19 and has
reached a very advance stage in a short space of time.
Furloughing:
The extension and flexibility from August was welcomed, although TIMCON’s view that this should be brought in
now (it is unclear why it starts from August) was echoed by the biomass sector. It was evident that businesses were
starting to bring people back off furlough as industries restart.
It was highlighted that Scotland is potentially 3 weeks behind the rest of the UK in encouraging people back to work,
and if Scotland were to follow suit, and furloughing flexibility was brought in too early it could put a squeeze on
Scottish businesses.
Business Financial Support:
Bounce back loans have been most utilised by the biomass sector.
Worker Confidence:
SOP’s go some way to making people feel safe to go to work, but individuals are questioning whether it is right for
them to go to work given the overriding aim is to prevent people from infection. The best way to do this, as is
confirmed by at least Scotland’s messaging is to stay at home.
Worker absence:
While there was less absenteeism through illness, it was highlighted certain groups are still unable to go to work,
notably for example, those with significant caring responsibilities and those who are shielded. Equally there are
questions around those which have underlying conditions but don’t fall into the shielding category, whether that is

obesity, respiratory issues like asthma, type 1 and type 2 diabetes, cardiac issues etc. and whether it is safe for these
people to return to work.
Use of testing:
Not much feedback on this, mixture of positive and negative. Generally the tests are a useful tool but only in so far as
it tells you what your current health status is. An accurate test to say whether you have had COVID-19 rather than
continuous testing to see if you have it would give more confidence (notwithstanding the uncertainties around
whether it can be contracted again)

Other information


CLC: ‘Industry recovery plan’ being drawn up
The Construction Leadership Council (CLC) is preparing an industry recovery plan, according to Mace chief
executive and CLC member Mark Reynolds.
Reynolds told Construction News that the trade body's coronavirus taskforce has worked closely with the
Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and the Infrastructure and Projects Authority (IPA) to
draw up the plan, which could be published as early as next week. BEIS and the IPA understand the need for
effective “demand stimulus”, Reynolds said, and suggested new publicly funded projects could form part of the
plan.
But he cautioned: “It’s got to be a two-way partnership. Government has been quite clear they want industry to be
more productive. They make no secret of that and have been driving that for a long, long time.



British Gypsum re-start to support the construction industry
A message from Matt Pullen, Managing Director British Gypsum, in relation to Coronavirus (Covid-19) and
product availability:
“We have successfully implemented new Safe Operating Procedures enabling the successful re-start of our
mining, manufacturing and logistics across the UK. We are now scaling up our operations to support the
construction industry, provide protection for our customers’ and colleagues’ livelihoods, and play a vital part in
the recovery of the UK economy….”
To read more, go to: https://www.british-gypsum.com/about-us/coronavirus



CEI-Bois
Press Release: The European Forest-based Ecosystem calls to be eligible for support by the European Recovery
Plan and Industrial Strategy
In light of the European Commission’s expected announcement of which business ecosystems will be targeted
by the European Recovery Plan and new Industrial Strategy for Europe, the partners of the forest-based sector
have sent a proposal to EU Commissioner for Internal Market Thierry Breton to include the European Forestbased Industries Ecosystem as one of the ecosystems eligible for support in the plan.

"As key pillars in our common European resilience, we are sourced, manufactured, reused and recycled in Europe
unlike any other ecosystem and based on European innovations and technology. One in five manufacturing
companies in the EU belongs to the forest-based industries ecosystem and offers an important amount of jobs
well distributed over all countries and regions and in particular in rural areas. We are also a fertile ecosystem for
digital services and applications. We generate a significant export income to the European economy",
commented Beatrice Klose, Secretary General of Intergraf.
Like most of the EU industries, the sector has been severely hit by the shock caused by the Covid-19 health
crisis: the decline in domestic and foreign demand, the interruption of the supply chains and logistic problems
took their toll on our industries, which expects on average 20% turnover loss in 2020; some parts of the
ecosystem are more seriously hit than others.
To read more, go to: www.cei-bois.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/PR-The-European-Forest-basedEcosystem-calls-to-be-eligible-for-support-by-the-European-Recovery-Plan-and-Industrial-Strategy-.pdf



HFS - Housebuilders lobby Sturgeon for phased return to work
Trade body Homes for Scotland (HFS) has written to Scottish first minister Nicola Sturgeon, requesting a phased
return to work which would enable housebuilders to put the finishing touches to around 6,000 largely
completed homes worth in excess of £1bn to the economy.
With the industry having carefully considered and addressed all issues relating to the safe operation of
construction sites and sales offices, the HFS request follows the announcement by the UK government that
estate agents and home builders in England can restart the buying and selling process.
To read more go to: http://www.infrastructure-intelligence.com/article/may-2020/homes-scotland-pushesphased-return-work

CURRENT INDUSTRY SITUATION AS OF 19th MAY 2020:
Construction, Panel Board manufacturers and sawmills have all started up cautiously, and waiting to see the
crystallisation of demand. Levels of overall activity are still lower than pre-covid in most areas, and there are high
levels of uncertainty about pace and scale of re-start. However, confidence in some reasonable degree of recovery
appears to be returning across the sector. The mood is generally positive.
In the pallet sector, more demand and activity evident. With more house building and construction sector suppliers
coming on line, it signals that the construction industry is creating demand which in turn is creating demand for
timber packaging and pallets.
Most pallet businesses have been able to adopt safe working practices without major impacts on productivity at
current levels of demand.
Wood supply is not currently an issue. Demand for smaller sized material remains strong.
The wood sector is seeing an increase in Wood PRN prices of late due to shortages of wood waste material. With the
house building & construction sectors starting back up albeit at reduced levels supplies of materials for recycling will
start to rise. The reopening of all council municipal dumps would also help supplies for the recyclers.

Substantial cost increases arising from packaging regulations have been raised with governments. Furthermore the
question of whether wooden pallet and packaging should even be included is also being raised as a pallet is a
transport tool not packaging:
“A pallet is a flat transport structure, which supports goods in a stable fashion while being lifted by a forklift, a pallet
jack, a front loader, a jacking device, or an erect crane. A pallet is the structural foundation of a unit load which
allows handling and storage efficiencies. Wikipedia”
Preparedness for Brexit and ISPM 15 compliance remains the major strategic concern for the future of the UK pallet
sector.
Biomass supply chains are meeting demand, with the supply chain being largely in balance; however the biomass
sector has a range of different concerns about future supplies and cost / price pressures.
Fencing sector is still strong.

